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Recently, we have extended a ratio ergodic theorem of Ornstein to Archimedean 
Riesz spaces, and in doing so, we have defined several types of convergence and 
divergence in Riesz spaces, one of them being the individual divergence to CC on a 
band. In the note we use the notion of individual divergence to CC on a band in 
order to obtain a new approach to the Hopf decomposition and to extend one of 
our previous results concerning the Hopf decomposition in ordered vector spaces. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Hopf decomposition for positive contractions of L’-spaces has been 
obtained by Hopf in his paper [2], and is a central result in the ergodic 
theory of positive operators (for references see Krengel’s book [3] and our 
paper C61). 
In [6] we have extended the Hopf decomposition to positive operators 
defined on Banach lattices. 
Let E be a Riesz space, let E’ be the order dual of E, and let T: E -+ E 
be a positive linear operator (all the operators considered in this note are 
assumed to be linear). 
Set 
C,“=, (T”v, y)=O or +a0 for 
every vEE, O<vdlul and yEE’, ya0 
I 
u=O or u#O and for every VEE, 
Zb”(T)= UEE 
O<v<lul, VZO there exist WEE, 
O<wQv and xEE’, x30 such . 
that O<C,“_, (T”w,.x)< +uz 
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We proved in [6] that Z,$‘(T) and Ig’(T) are ideals in E (although we 
considered in [6] the case in which E is a Banach lattice, it is easy to see 
that the arguments given in [6] are valid even if E is just a Riesz space). 
We also proved in [6] the following result: 
THEOREM 1. Assume that E is a Banach lattice having order continuous 
norm. Then I$‘( T) and I!‘(T) are prqjection bands, and E is the order direct 
sum of I:!)(T) and Z!)(T). 
Our goal here is to use the notion of individual divergence to cc on a 
band (which was defined in [7 J) in order to obtain a second Hopf decom- 
position for T valid for any Riesz space E having the projection property. 
The new Hopf decomposition will be used to extend (and to give a new 
proof of) Theorem 1. 
Unless otherwise stated, the terminology we use here can be found in the 
books of Aliprantis and Burkinshaw [ 11, Luxemburg and Zaanen [4], 
Schaefer [S]. 
2. THE SECOND HOPF DECOMPOSITION 
Let E be a Riesz space having the projection property, and let 
(4JntNu {O) be a sequence of elements of E such that u, 20 for every 
nENu (0). 
Let I- be a nonzero (projection) band in E. As in [7], we say that the 
sequence bbLNU io) diverges individually to cc on r if for every UE r, 
u >, 0, u # 0, there exist a nonzero component u of u, and m E N u { 0} such 
that v < u, for every n 2 m. 
Let (AAt be a family of nonzero projection bands in E, and let d be 
the projection band in E generated by U,, , A,. Using the same arguments 
as in Lemma 8 of [7] we obtain that the sequence (u,),,~~” io) diverges 
individually to cc on A if and only if (u,),,~ v ioi diverges individually to 
cc on A, for every CI E I. Thus, if we assume that there is a nonzero band 
in E on which (u,),,~” (01 diverges individually to co, it follows that there 
exists a largest nonzero band, denoted Bts)((un),, EN u 1o)) on which 
(%)nEN” (0) diverges individually to co. If there is no nonzero band 
in E on which (u,),,~” (o) diverges individually to CD, then set 
B’“‘((u ) n nsN”jO))=o~ 
Now let T: E -+ E be a positive linear operator, let u E E, u 3 0, let 
B( {C:=, T’u/n E N u { 0} }) be the band in E generated by the set 
(C;=. T’u/n EN u {0}}, and let B, be the band generated by 
B’“‘(E:=o TI’u),,,rqu {ol )u(B({x;=, T’u/n~Nu (Oj}))‘. 
Set ~(C2)U)=n.EE.U.o B,, and set r:‘(T) = (Z:‘(T))‘. 
Thus, E is the order direct sum of Z’;-“(T) and Zg’( T). 
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We call Z:‘(T) and Z:‘(T) the first conservative and the first dissipative 
ideal of E generated by T, respectively, and we say that Z?‘(T) and I$)( T) 
are the second conservative and the second dissipative projection bands of 
E generated by T, respectively. 
3. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE Two HOPF DECOMPOSITIONS 
Let E be a Riesz space, and let E’ be the order dual of E. We say that 
E has property A if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(a) E is order complete and E’ separates the points of E; 
(b) x E E’ => x is an order continuous linear functional on E. 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume that E has property JS?, and let T: E -+ E he a 
positive operator. Then: 
(i) Z$‘(T)cZ~‘(T); 
(ii) I$‘( T) c Zg’( T). 
Proof: (i) Clearly, it is enough to prove that u E Z$‘(T) whenever 
u~l:)(T), u&O, u#O. 
Thus, let u E Z:‘(T), u 2 0, u # 0. 
We will now note that it is enough to prove that for every VE E, 
06 v QU, v #O, it follows that C,“=O (T”v, y) = + co whenever ye E’, 
~30, (v,y)>O. Indeed, let ZEE’, 220, and assume that 
C,“=, (T”v, z) > 0, (v, z) =O. Then there exists n,EN such that 
(T”%, z) # 0. Let T’: E’ + E’ be the order dual (adjoint) of T (for the 
definition of T’ see [l, p. 621). Then (T”%, z) = (v, T“@z), and 
C,“=,, (T”v, z) =I;& (T”v, T’“Oz). 
Thus, let VEE, Odvdu, v#O, and let YEE, ~20 be such that 
(4 Y> f0. 
Clearly, VE Z?‘(T) (since UE Z:)(T), and since Z?‘(T) is a band). 
Therefore, v E B,. 
Set u, = Cr,, T’v for every n E N u { 0}, and let B(v) be the band 
generated by the singleton (v} in E. Then (v,),,~” i0) diverges 
individually to cc on B(v). Indeed, let P, be the band projection associated 
with the projection band B(w)((v,),ENU (0I), and let Pz be the band projec- 
tion associated with the projection band (B( (v, In E N u { 0} }))‘. Then 
using the same reasoning as in Theorem 13 of [7], we obtain that v = 
(PI v) v (P2v). On the other hand, P, v = 0 since v E B( { v,/n E N u (0) } ). 
Thus, v=P,v; that is, (v,)nENu(0) diverges individually to co on B(v). 
409,‘17112-12 
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Now let MER, CI >O, and set 
i 
w is a component of u, and 
+%$= WEE there exists m EN such that 
aw d 0, for every n 2 m 
Clearly, ?‘ZZ is a majorized set (since w f v for every w E “/$J. 
The set Va is directed since w1 v w2 E “IT, whenever w , , w2 E VO. Indeed, 
let wi, w2 E “&. Then, there exist n,, n2 E N such that aw,d u, for every 
nani, i= 1,2. Let m=max(n,,n,}. Then a(wI v w2)=(aw1) v (aw,)<v, 
for every n 2 m. Since w I v w2 is a component of v whenever w i and w2 are 
components of v, it follows that w1 v w2 E “$. 
We will now prove that u = sup VX. Indeed, assume that sup ^ y^ # o. Then 
u-sup Va is a nonzero component of u. Since (v~)~~~” l0i diverges 
individually to cc on B(u), it follows that there exist a nonzero component 
w of u-sup Va and m E N u (0) such that aw < v, for every n 2 m. Since 
w is also a component of u, it follows that w E YE. We have obtained a 
contradiction since w A (sup VU) = w # 0, and since 0 < w A (sup Y$) < 
(0 - (sup Yq) A (sup KIT,) = 0. 
Our goal now is to prove that C,“=, (T”u, y) B a(v, y). 
Let E E R, E > 0. Taking into consideration that ^ y, is a directed majorized 
set, that sup Va = u, and that y is an order continuous linear functional, we 
obtain that sup ~, E1; (w, y ) = (v, y); therefore, there exists w, E Va such 
that (w,, y ) > (v, y ) - E. Taking into consideration that w, E VO, we 
obtain that there exists nE E N such that aw, d C7=o T’v for every n > n,. 
Therefore, C:=, (T’v, y) > (aw,, y) = a(~,, y} >a(v, y) - tz for every 
nbn,. Accordingly, C,“=, (T”v, y) b a(v, y) since C:=, (T”v, y) 2 
a(v, y)-a& for every EER, E>O. 
We have therefore proved that C,“=, ( T”v, y) 2 a( u, y ) for every a E R, 
a>O. Thus, C,“=, (T”v, y)= +co. 
(ii) Clearly, it is enough to prove that if u E 1g’( T), u L 0, u # 0, then 
UEZ(‘)(T). 
T&s, let u E Zg)( T), u 2 0, u # 0. We have to prove that for every u E E, 
O<v<u, v#O, there exist WEE, O<w<v and XEE’, x>O such that 
O<z;==, (T”w,x)< +co. 
To this end, let u E E, 0 d v Q u, u # 0. 
Clearly, UEZ~)(T) since Obubu, u~lg)(T), and Zg’(T) is a 
(projection) band. 
Taking into consideration that u 4 Z:‘(T) (since v E Zg’(T), u # 0), we 
obtain that u $ B,, for some U’ E E, U’ > 0 (note that U’ # 0 since B, = E). 
Set ML = xy=-, T’u’ for every n EN u (0). 
Let u’ be the projection of u on the projection band B(~)((u~)~~~~ [,,)) 
(that is, v’=sup{t~B~“~((u~),,~~~~~)/O~t~u}), and set v”=u-u’. 
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It follows that v”#O since u # B(QI’((~,),,NU iO1), 
Let u”’ be the projection of u” on B( (z&/n EN u (0) }). Taking into 
consideration that u $ B,,, we obtain that v” $ (B( { uk/n E N u (0) }))‘; 
therefore, v”’ # 0. 
Since u”‘~B({u~/n~Nu {O}}), v”’ #O, it follows that there exists 
n,~Nu (0) such that u”’ A u;,#O. 
Set w = v”’ A u&. 
Taking into consideration that v”’ is a nonzero component of v”, and 
that v” E (B’“)((u’) n ncNv iO,))‘, we obtain that U”‘E (B(m)((~L),,NU j0l))‘; 
therefore, w E (B(OO)((U~),,~” (Oi))‘. 
Clearly, C;= 0 T’w < C:= 0 Ti + ‘%’ 6 ul, + ng for every n E N u {O}. 
Set w, = C;=, T’w for every n E N u (0). 
Taking into consideration that the sequence (u;),,~” iO1 does not 
diverge individually to cc on B(w) (since w E (B(CO)((~L),,NU (,,)))‘, w ZO), 
we obtain that the sequence (w,,),,~” (01 does not diverge individually to 
cc on B(w), as well. 
Clearly, the sequence (w,), E N u i0) is monotonic nondecreasing; thus, 
using Lemma 7 of [7], we obtain that there exist 1 E R, I > 0 and a non- 
zero component w’ of w such that P,. w, d Aw’ for every n EN u (0 > (as 
usual, we denote by P,. the band projection associated with the projection 
band B(w’) generated by the singleton {w’}). 
Since we assume that E’ separates the points of E, it follows that the 
canonical embedding E + E” is one-to-one (as usual, E” is the second 
order dual of E); thus, we may think of E as a Riesz subspace of E”. 
Accordingly, w’, thought of as an element of E”, is a nonzero order 
continuous linear functional on E’; therefore, pi’ has a nonzero carrier 
in E’. Since the carrier of w’ is a (projection) band, it follows that there 
exists x E E’, x 2 0, x # 0 such that x is in the carrier of w’. 
Now let Pi. be the band projection in E associated with the projection 
band (B(w’))‘. 
Taking into consideration that P,+,. w, and Pi, w, (thought of as elements 
of E”) are disjoint order continuous linear functionals on E’ for every 
n E N u {0}, and using Nakano’s theorem [ 1, Theorem 5.2, pp. 56-571, 
we obtain that 0 < (w’,x) < (w,x) ,< (Cy=, T’w,x) = (P,,w,+ 
P$Wn, x> = (Pw,/W,, x) + (Pk.w,, x) = (P*.,w,, x) < (iw’, x) < + 00 
for every neNu (0). 
We have therefore proved that u E Z;‘(T). 
Proposition 2 has the following consequence: 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. Let E be a Riesz space having property M and let T: E -+ E 
be a positive operator. Then Z:)(T) = Zy)( T), and Zg’( T) = Zg’( T). Conse- 
quently, Z;‘(T) and Z$)(T) are projection bands, and E is the order direct 
sum of Z(‘)( T) and Z”‘(T). c D 
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Proof: Assume that Z:‘(T) #Z:)(T). Then, using Proposition 2, we 
obtain that there exists u E Zg’( T), u 2 0, u # 0 such that u $Z’,“( T). 
Let uC and ug be the projections of u on Z’,“(T) and Zg’( T), respectively. 
Then u,#u since u$ZF’(T); therefore, u,=u--u,#O. 
Since ug is a component of u, and since Z:‘(T) is an ideal in E, it 
follows that ug E I’,“( 7’). By Proposition 2, ug E Z’,“(T) c I;‘( T); therefore, 
ug E Z:!)(T) n Z;‘(T). We have obtained a contradiction since ug # 0. 
In a similar way, one can prove that Z!‘(T) = I$)( T). Q.E.D. 
Note that if E is a Banach lattice having order continuous norm, then, 
as a Riesz space, E has property A; therefore, Theorem 3 is an extension 
of Theorem 1. 
If E is an L’-space, then, by Theorem 3, the two Hopf decompositions 
coincide for every positive operator T: E -+ E. In [6] we proved that the 
first Hopf decomposition is a natural extension of the classical one; thus, 
the second decomposition we have obtained in this paper is also a natural 
extension of Hopf’s decomposition for positive contractions of L’spaces. 
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